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Neutron data of 115 high beam power Deuterium discharges (>25MW) in 2016 JET experimental campaigns 

with the ITER-Like Wall (ILW) have been analysed with interpretive TRANSP simulations [1].  The statistical 

analysis found that even in high ne baseline H-mode discharges with Ti > Te were produced by the high beam 

power.  Ti > Te was seen in hybrid discharges and advanced tokamak plasmas, but typically C-wall baseline 

plasmas exhibited Ti~Te at high electron density (<ne> > 5e19 m
-3

)[2]. In all TRANSP analysis executed, Ti=Te 

was assumed with Te profile data obtained from High Resolution Thomson Scattering (HRTS) measurements, 

and Zeff data given by bremsstrahlung measurement was roughly constant (i.e. Zeff = 1.1~1.8). The neutrons are 

mostly from beam-target reactions, rather than thermal reactions. Despite the smaller sensitivity of the 

beam-target neutrons to Ti, the neutrons measured by fission chambers exceed the neutrons calculated using 

TRANSP in the high neutron yield regime, i.e. neutron surplus in measurement, implying Ti > Te in the high 

power discharges (Figure (a)). The neutron surplus is significantly correlated with the increase in effective 

collisionality eff (Figure (b)), which reduces the e-i equilibration power. The high beam power in the recent 

JET-ILW experimental campaign increased Te, reducing the e-i equilibration power, and this enables Ti to 

deviate from Te. In addition, the TRANSP analysis also shows that the fraction of beam heating to ions i.e. 

Pi,beam/(Pi,beam+Pe,beam) increases as Te increases, providing an additional contribution for obtaining Ti > Te. These 

experiments are the basis for high performance JET-DT experiments planned for 2019, with the aim of 

Pfus>10MW for 5s. The ability to obtain Ti > Te and understanding why these conditions occur in the core of the 

plasma will help in achieving that aim. 

 

Figure  (a) Measured neutrons vs Calculated neutrons. The error bars are the calculated neutrons with 

different impurity assumptions i.e. 100% Be or 100% Ni (2) Neutron surplus vs Effective collisionality 
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